
paul sayers  
Paul Sayers is a senior lecturer at Central Saint Martins in London and has been in creative practise for over 
30years. This practise includes three-dimensional design and art, predominantly oil on canvas. 
He has shown at the Barbican Centre, Royal Academy of Arts and Royal AirForce Museum gallery as well as 
group shows. 
 
January/February 2019; White Conduit Projects; 
Liminal, Spectra Series One exhibition; showing 10 watercolour/pen and ink works. Exploring threshold 
spaces of our moral and ethical choices within everyday life. 
 
December 2017; Clerkenwell Gallery;  
A Matter of Perspective exhibition; Granularity Series, LeMarche Landscapes; 30 canvasboard works. 
Exploring an interpretation of landscape within a transition from figurative to completely abstract. 
 
December 2016 to January 2017; Zetter-Space, Clerkenwell;  
Between the Land and Sky exhibition; showing 12 canvasboard works. 
 
March to April 2016; Central Saint Martins, The Street Exhibition Spaces; 
OTT: Objects That Talk exhibition; group show from Central Saint Martins tutors showing and discussing 
personal objects and their memories and meanings; 2 objects and 1 artwork shown. 
 
June to September 2015; Royal Academy of Arts, Piccadilly;  
Selection and Inclusion in the yearly Summer Exhibition. 
 
June 2014; Royal Academy of Arts, Piccadilly; 
Shortlisted for the yearly Summer Exhibition. 
 
June to October 1991; Royal Air Force Museum Art Gallery; 
Emotions of Flight exhibition; showing 12 large oil on canvas abstract paintings and supporting pencil 
sketches. I painting selected for the Museum’s Permanent Collection. 
 
December 1990 to February 1991; Barbican Centre, Silk Street; 
Emotions of Flight exhibition; showing 6 large oil on canvas abstract paintings & supporting pencil sketches. 
 
April to September 1989; Insead Gallery Space, Fontainebleau, Paris; 
The Point of Departure exhibition; 20 oil on canvas works shown from the series of 30 paintings. 
 
September 1988; Firth Street Gallery Space (now closed), Soho; 
The Point of Departure exhibition; 12 oil on canvas works shown from series of 30 paintings. 
 
 
Current and future projects include exhibitions with the working titles; 
Polutants, these will be about how something quite small can have a dramatic effect on a larger entity; this is 
partly a comment on radicalism and extremism.  
Experiments with Applicationism, watercolour series exploring the use of machines (mostly medical) to 
apply paint. 
Spectra Series Two, oil on canvas works that invite the viewer to place themselves on various spectra 
highlighting pressures in political life. 
 
Further information can be found at; www.artistpaulsayers.com and #artistpaulsayers 


